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ABSTRACT
How did it become possible to exchange apparently valueless pieces ofpaper for goods? This
paper provides an equilibrium account ofthe transition between barter and fiat money regimes.
The explanation relies on the intervention ofa self-interested government which must be able to
promisecredibly to limitthe issue ofmoney. To achieve credibility, the government must offset
the benefits of seigniorageby’internalizing someofthe macroeconomic externalities generated by
the issue of fiat money. The government’s patience and the extent of its involvement in the
economy are key determinants ofwhether the transition can be accomplished.




Federal ReserveBank of St. Louis
411 Locust Street
St. Louis, MO 63102The Mongol IlKhans in Persia, impressed by the use of paper money by their
suzerain in China, decided to use the same device themselves. Technical advisers
were sent from Peking, and an elaborate organization was set up. The Persians,
however, had not been accustomed to the use ofpaper currency by several hundred
years of gradual developments. They simply refused to believe that these nicely
printed pieces of paper were worth anything, and the experiment was a failure.
(Gordon Tullock, 1957)
How did it become possible to exchange apparently valueless pieces of paper—fiat
money—for goods, and why did it take so long for pure fiat money to become prevalent,
given the obvious benefits to its issuers? The juxtaposition of these questions at first seems
paradoxical. This paper argues that the answers to these two questions are fundamentally
linked. The first question has occupied monetary theorists for decades, though much of
modern monetary theory has avoided it in favor of one that is closely related but more
easily answered: Can an artificial economy be structured in a reasonable way so that there
are equilibria in which an apparently worthless commodity has apositive price? The second
puzzle has received little attention, though on reflection it is striking that widespread use
of purely fiat money is a twentieth century development (Milton Friedman and Anna J.
Schwartz, 1986), since the idea and physical implementation are simple.
This paper presents an explicit solution to the first puzzle in a simple artificial econ-
omy. In formal terms I ask whether there is an equilibrium transition path between a
barter equilibrium and a steady state monetary equilibrium. The paper also suggests a
possible solution to the second, less widely considered puzzle. The answer suggested here
is that the money issuer or government must attain a critical level of “credibility” before
the transition can take place.
Most economists would probably relate a stylized “history of money” something like
the following: As specialization caused problems in coordinating trade, societies naturally
settled upon certain commodities, usually metals, as media of exchange. Later the minting
of a certain quantity of a metal into coin acted as a signal of the quantity and purity of the
metal. The signals of standardization needed credibility and the process of standardization
1was therefore frequently undertaken by governments who had established a reputation
for some degree of honesty (which they frequently exploited). From coinage, which was
commodity money in most senses, it was a relatively small step to substitute the use of
paper representing contracts between the bearer and a bank or government. The contract
specified payment on demand of a fixed quantity of a commodity (or coin).
From time to time, particularly during periods of crisis, governments suspended con-
vertibility of paper currency, i.e., they reneged on the contract. Why did the currency
continue to have value (though it frequently depreciated relative to goods) during such
episodes? The obvious answer to this question focuses on the belief that convertibility
would soon be restored.1 While it is an easy matter to verify whether coinage has been
debased, it is not easy to verify a government’s good intentions or lack thereof. Therefore
the government must have already established credibility in some way before the episode
of inconvertibility so that economic actors have some reason to believe that the suspension
is temporary.
The next stage is troubling for monetary theory, though hints of the trouble have
already arisen above. Relatively recently in historical terms, governments have renounced
even the intention of restoring convertibility of their currencies. Individuals are expected
to accept intrinsically worthless pieces of paper—fiat money—in exchange for goods and
services. These pieces ofpaper no longer represent any contract and there is no expectation
that they will in the future. Paradoxically, they continue to be an acceptable medium of
exchange. How can such a situation be supported? Obviously, one requirement is that
the supply of paper money be limited. The question of the government’s credibility again
arises, but the government has the conflicting motive of seigniorage. “Credibility” in this
context must mean that individuals believe that the government will not attempt to exploit
this source of seigniorage to the point where money becomes worthless.
~ It could be argued that suspension was a well-understood contingency in the contract, but
the point is not important in the present context. Michael D. Bordo and Finn F. Kydland
(1992) discuss the role of the gold standard as such a contingent rule.
2There are, of course, many possible sources of such credibility.2 Political scientists
would point to notions of the legitimacy and stability of the government. Sociologists
might imagine a tacit social pact between the government and citizens. Economists are,
of course, always inclined to pursue the implications of agents’ rational self interest.
Without denying the importance of other motivations, I follow the latter course and
ask under what conditions a policy of limiting the supply of fiat money will be incentive
compatible, given the government’s explicit objectives. In the specific model used here
credibility is bestowed upon the government as a consequence of its size and patience.
Before a critical size is reached, the government cannot credibly limit its money issue,
so the money it issues is worthless. Similarly, if the government is too impatient for
seigniorage revenue, its money is worthless. This extends and formalizes a similar argument
by Friedman (1959)~and follows in the spirit of Friedman and Schwartz’ later call for a
public choice perspective on monetary policy. I argue therefore that the transition from
a barter economy to a monetary economy can be formally understood as the result of a
self-interested intervention by a government which is large relative to the economy.
Section 1 outlines the model and the barter equilibrium that is assumed to exist in the
absence of money. Section 2 describes steady state monetary equilibria. The proposition
that no monetary equilibrium can exist when rational individuals issue money is established
in Section 3. Section 4 demonstrates that coordinated action by a group of agents which
is large relative to the economy—a government—can, if certain conditions are met, allow
2 It is possible, of course, to supplement what Ia mcalling credibility with legal restrictions.
There are many historical examples of government attempts to use laws to enforce the use
of debased or inflated currency. They have usually been unsuccessful in the short run and
always unsuccessful in the long run. Since legal restrictions have a long history and flat
money, for the most part, a short one, they have apparently been notably unsuccessful in
establishing flat money regimes. See footnote 18, below.
~ “.. . some external limit must be placed on the volume of a fiduciary currency in order to
maintain its value. Competition does not provide an effective limit, since the value of the
promise to pay, if the currency is to remain fiduciary, must be kept higher than the cost of
producing additional units. The production of a fiduciary currency is, as it were, a technical
monopoly, and hence, there is no presumption in favor of the private market as there is when
competition is feasible.” (p. 7)
3the economy to circumvent problems which prevent existence of a monetary equilibrium
when individuals issue money. The artificial economy described here undergoes atransition
directly from barter to a fiat money equilibrium. However, the analysis also sheds light
on the historical question of why fiat money had only a sporadic existence until recently,
despite obvious advantages to its issuers. Section 5 discusses this issue in detail in light of
the results in Section 4.
I. THE MODEL AND BARTER EQUILIBRIUM
Fiat money is troubling for textbook Wairasian theory because the theory predicts
that it will not have value. This is not surprising given the metaphor of a central Walrasian
auctioneer who instantaneously reconciles all excess demands in the economy. It is neces-
sary to alter the model in a fundamental way to admit the possibility that a commodity
which does not directly produce utility for any agent will have a positive price. In the
most well-known such alteration, the overlapping generations model, money’s ability to
facilitate current transactions plays no role; instead it makes possible otherwise impossible
intergenerational transactions. Other major approaches, cash-in-advance constraints and
inclusion of real balances in the utility function, appeal only indirectly to the ability of
money to facilitate transactions, but this aspect is kept in the background for simplicity.4
Thus none of the standard models are appropriate for the study of a monetary transition.
Recently, Nobuhiro Kiyotaki and Randall Wright (1990, 1993) have constructed search
models along the lines of Peter Diamond (1982) in which a fixed stock of fiat money can
have positive value in a steady state equilibrium because it allows agents to circumvent
the famous problem of the double coincidence of wants. They show that such a monetary
equilibrium is quite robust to changes in the environment, including the presence of assets
~ Robert C. Feenstra (1986) andDean Croushore (1993) show that money in the utility function
models can be derived from a more primitive shopping technology which assumes that real
balances make shopping more efficient.
4which dominate money in rate of return.5 The model used here follows in this vein.
The economy consists of an infinite number of agents who live forever. Each agent is
periodically endowed with one indivisible unit of one of J different market goods (J 2)
and derives utility from only one of the J goods and from a nonmarket good. For conve-
nience below, define x 1/J. Agents are uniformly distributed over the J2 possible types
of agents, and the marginal distributions of endowment type and consumption good type
are independent. All agents must trade in order to consume any market good, including
those who consume the good with which they are endowed.6
In each period agents decide whether to attempt to trade. Ifthey do not, they consume
one unit of the nonmarket good. Each agent who does enter the market is randomly
matched with another agent, and they decide whether they wish to trade. If an agent
concludes a trade in which he acquires the type of good from which he derives utility, he
consumes it immediately and receives a new endowment at the start of the next period.7
Otherwise he consumes nothing. The holdings of either goods or money (defined below)
by agents who do not attempt to trade or do not successfully trade are unchanged. Thus
agents will always have exactly one unit of either money or market goods at the start of
the next period.
At time t the expected lifetime utility of an agent is given by
= E~{~/3TC~}
where /9 E (0, 1) is a discount factor and
(U, if the consumer obtains his market consumption good at time ~
Cr = .~ A, if the consumer consumes the nonmarket good at time r (autarky);
I~.0, otherwise.
~ Diamond (1984) also introduces money into a search theoretic framework in which all trans-
actions are required to use money.
6 This assumption reduces algebraic clutter considerably without altering the model in any
important way. Kiyotaki and Wright (1993) explicitly relax thisassumption in their Appendix
A.
~ The “unemployed” state in Diamond’s model in which agents wait for production opportu-
nities is not central here, so it is collapsed.
5The expectation is conditional on the state of the economy and the holdings of the agent
at time t.
Money is defined to be an additional commodity which is freely available in indivisible
units to any agent at any time. However it may be uniquely differentiated by the issuing
agent or group of agents, i.e., counterfeiting is not possible. No agent derives utility directly
from money. Money can be issued or goods consumed while an agent carries money or
goods, but each agent can carry over only one unit of either goods or money to the next
period. As in Kiyotaki and Wright’s work, this means that money, if it is used, serves
primarily as a medium of exchange and only trivially as a unit of account since relative
prices are constrained by the technology to be either zero or one.
Assume initially that there is no money. I will say that a barter equilibrium exists
if each agent prefers to attempt trade given that other agents attempt trade. Let VB be
the expected utility of an agent in a barter equilibrium. No time subscript is necessary at
this point because an agent always goes to the market holding goods and faces the same
distribution of potential trading partners. Define b as the probability of meeting another
agent with whom barter is possible, i.e., the probability an agent of type jic (endowed with
j, consumes k) meets an agent of type kj. In a barter equilibrium b = x2 where x 1/J.
In a barter equilibrium an agent will successfully trade and get payoff U in the current
period with probability b. He returns to the market to play the same game in the following
period whether he gets the payoff or not. Thus the following equation determines VB:




Given that all other agents barter agent’s Bellman equation is
V=max{bU+/3V,A+/3V}
6with the maximization performed over the choice of autarky or barter. I assume that
Ux2 > A so that barter is preferred in every period and V = V’~.Consequently, a barter
equilibrium exists.
II. STEADY STATE MONETARY EQUILIBRIA
A useful starting point in the study of money in this model is to assume an exoge-
nously determined money stock and to ask what conditions allow a steady state monetary
equilibrium to exist. This provides a point ofreference with earlier search models (Kiyotaki
and Wright, 1990, 1993) and a useful analytical base for the study of equilibria other than
steady states. Since the economy is (eventually) to be studied outside steady states, the
definition of a monetary equilibrium allows for the explicit treatment of subgames which
start in a given period.
Definition 1. A monetary equilibrium (at 1) is a sequence of money supplies {Mr}~t
and actions and expectations by agents, such that, given the actions and expectations of
all other agents, (i) at least one agent attempts to trade in r ~tand (ii) each agent who
trades accepts money in exchange for goods in r ~ t.
Assume for the moment that there is a constant money supply M, measured as the
fraction of the population holding money. How the current money supply M may have
gotten into circulation is the central focus of the paper and will be addressed subsequently.
Let VM(M) and VG(M) be the expected lifetime utilities of trading agents holding money
or goods, respectively, in a monetary equilibrium with a constant money supply M. Let
Pt be the probability per period that an agent holding money will be able to purchase his
consumption good using money and s,~be the probability that an agent holding a good
will be able to sell it for money. In a steady state monetary equilibrium the constant
transition probabilities are b = (1 — M)x2, p = (1 — M)x, and8 s = Mx. The symmetry
8 The probability p, for example, is the product of the probability (1 — M) that the agent will
meet someone holding goods times the probability x that the agent will meet someone who
7of the model guarantees that no agent will be made better off by trading either goods or
money for a good that he does not consume; these transition probabilities do not depend
on the commodity held or desired. This eliminates the usual reasons for the emergence of
a particular commodity money. Robert A. Jones (1976), Kiyotaki and Wright (1989), and
Seonghwan Oh (1989) construct models in which commodity money arises endogenously.
If a steady state equilibrium exists with money supply M, the expected lifetime util-
ities of agents holding money and goods are given by
(1) VG(M) = b(U + /9VG(M)) + s/9VM(M) + (1 — b — s)/9VG(M)
(2) VM(M) = p(U + /9VG(M)) + (1- p)/3VM(M)
These equations imply
VG(M) = (1- M)(1 + 1/9(1))V (3)
and a similar expression for VM(M). It will be useful later to notice that while VG(M)
and VM(M) are quadratic in M, their difference is linear in M:
VM(M)_VG(M)= 1_/91_~_3)~(1M~ (4)
where W > 0 depends only on U, x (or J), and /3.
The conditions under which a steady state monetary equilibrium exists are character-
ized by
Proposition 1. If themoney supply is fixed at M from t onward, there is an M < 1 such
that a monetary equilibrium exists at t if and only if M <M.
Proof. In the case of constant money supply it is sufficient to show that for an
appropriate M: (i) goods holders will enter the market when M <M and will not enter
is endowed with the good he consumes. These formulae become more complicated in later
sections, but I keep the same b, p, s notation for barter, purchase, and sale probabilities.
8when M > M and (ii) money holders will enter the market whenever goods holders choose
to enter. (They obviously do not enter when goods holders do not.)
Since the economy is in a steady state, it is sufficient for part (i) to show that it is
not optimal to consume the reservation good in the current period, i.e., that
VG(M) > A+/9V’~(M)
if and only if M <M for some M. Since VG(M) is quadratic and concave in M, greater
than A/(1 —/9) when M = 0, and equal to zero whenM = 1, it follows that an appropriate
M exists.
Part (ii) requires that
VM(M) A + /3VM(M).
if M <M. This follows from the fact that VM(M) > VG(M) > A/(1 — /9) by (4) and
part (i) of the proof. I
The intuition behind Proposition 1 is simple: When an equilibrium exists agents
accept money because other agents accept money, but as the money supply increases, it
becomes easier to trade goods for money but harder to trade money for goods. Thus if the
proportion of the population holding money is too high, on average it takes too long to
find goods for market activity to be worthwhile so autarky is preferred. This phenomenon
is just a specialized version of “too much money chasing too few goods” in a stylized model
where inflation cannot occur.
III. LAISSEZ FAIRE MONEY
Can amonetary equilibrium be generated by the actions of rational individuals issuing
money? An agent holding goods who meets someone with whom he cannot barter, but
who is holding his consumption good, will always have an incentive to issue money. Not
surprisingly, this causes any potential monetary equilibrium to collapse because too much
money is issued. Since individual decisions do not result in “the social contrivance of
9money,” this provides a role for the institution—a government—which is introduced in the
next section.
Proposition 2. There is no monetary equilibrium in which agents issue money individ-
ually.
Proof. There are two varieties of potential equilibria to be considered. Either all
agents issue undifferentiated money or agents accept differentiated money issued by a
fraction a of all agents. The first is formally equivalent to the second when a = 1, so no
distinction need be maintained. An agent of type jic carrying good j who meets an agent
of type ki carrying good k with i ~ j issues money if he is in the subset of agents whose
money is accepted since this results in a utility gain of U. The difference equation that
governs the evolution of the money supply under this process is:
M~~1
= M~ + amj(1 — M~) (5)
where mt = (1 — Mt)x(1 — x) is the probability an agent carrying goods will wish to issue
money.9 The last term in (5) is the proportion of agents carrying goods (1 — M~)who
can issue valuable money (a) and who will meet an agent carrying the good they wish to
consume, but with whom barter is not possible (Tnt). Clearly M~ converges to one. As M~
converges to one, Tn,~,Pt, and b~ each converge to zero. Since the agents consume only if
one of the corresponding events occurs, utility of both goods and money holders converges
to zero as well. Since utility of A/(1 — /9) can be obtained in the reservation activity, at
some time goods holders must cease to enter the market and money becomes worthless.
The well-known backward induction argument implies that it could not have had value in
any previous period. I
Proposition 2 can be interpreted as the consequence of a kind of coordination failure:
~ This probability mt later becomes more complicated, but, like b, p, and s, I will keep the
same notation for analogous quantities.
10The average agent would be better off with a positive amount of money in circulation,’°
yet because individuals do not consider the aggregate externality they impose by issuing
money, this outcome is not supported by individual rationality. Thus valued moneycannot
arise endogenously without adding more structure to the model. Since the model—which
is essentially the same in this respect as Kiyotaki and Wright’s (1990) model—contains
no mechanism for attaining the steady state equilibrium, it is incomplete in an important
sense. The way in which the model is completed has important implications for existence
of a monetary equilibrium and the welfare of agents in the equilibrium.
IV. GOVERNMENT MONEY
The previous sections showed that while in principle a monetary equilibrium can exist
in this economy when there is a small enough fixed money supply, individuals’ self interest
cannot accomplish the transition from barter equilibrium to a steady state monetary equi-
librium. This section introduces a government which provides a mechanism that allows
the transition to occur.
The government is formally modeled as a coalition ofotherwise unremarkable agents.”
This is not intended as a definitive model of government, but only as a vehicle to give
substance to two crucial aspects of the problem which would otherwise be too ill-defined
to allow progress: the government’s objectives and the notion of credibility. Indeed, there
is no theoretical reason that this coalition be called a government; it serves none of the
other functions usually associated with a government. There is no theoretical reason,
for example, that this could not represent a large bank whose goal is to maximize the
private gains from note issue. Friedman and Schwartz (1986) report, however that they,
“do not know .. .of any example of the private production of purely inconvertible fiduciary
10 If 2/9(1 — x) > 1, every agent would be made unambiguously better off by the introduction
of at least a small amount of money.
~ S. Rao Aiyagari and Neil Wallace (1993) use a similar construct to study the effects of
government intervention on welfare and uniqueness of equilibrium in a search-theoretic model
of money.
11moneys.” (p. 45) Moreover, given the obvious benefits of fiat money, it is hardly surprising
that governments have given themselves legal monopolies in its production.
To be specific, I assume that, for reasons outside the scope of the model, a coalition of
agents exists encompassing a fraction a > 0 of the population and uniformly distributed
over the J2 types. This coalition is called the government. Only one such coalition forms.’2
Such a monopoly might arise for historical or political reasons, and seigniorage would
provide one strong incentive to establish and maintain it. The structure and objectives of
the government are known to all agents. There is nothing special about the interaction
of these agents with the rest of the economy except that they can issue money which is
identified with the government and that they act in concert. The government does not levy
taxes and it does not have a monopoly on a particular good. It has, however, the ability
to limit the issue of money by individual members. This ability to act collectively to limit
money issue, i.e., as a monolithic entity, distinguishes the government from the fraction a
of the population hypothesized in the proof of Proposition 2. The fact that the government
is large in relation to the rest of the economy suggests that it may have an incentive to
limit the amount of money issued by the coalition so that a monetary equilibrium will not
collapse.
Naturally, this is a very narrow view of the nature and function of government, but
it has at least two benefits. First, its symmetry makes it technically tractable. Second,
it gives the government no advantage in the issue of money other than the ability of
the coalition members to act collectively or, equivalently, its size (it can be treated as
a single agent). In particular the government has no comparative advantage in the sale
or purchase of a particular subset of goods. It will become apparent below that size
endows the government with a limited kind of credibility. The structure imposed thus
12 Though the government is formally modeled as a coalition of agents, the term I have chosen
for this coalition emphasizes that it should be regarded here as a single monolithic political
entity whose formation is outside the scope of this paper. An interesting alternative would
be to study an equilibrium in which both the number and size of coalitions were allowed to
be endogenous as an attempt to understand why there are different national monies.
12emphasizes that it is size (credibility) alone which allows the government to overcome the
coordination failure which otherwise prevents the establishment of a monetary equilibrium
in this economy.
At the time the government becomes active in monetary affairs (t = 0), the economy
is still in a barter equilibrium since, as shown in the previous section, a monetary equilib-
rium cannot be established without it. The government chooses a monetary policy which
maximizes the expected welfare of a representative member. Ex ante all members are
identical except that they hold and consume different goods, so this policy also maximizes
individual members’ expected utility. Since the government’s size and composition are
exogenously determined, Id onot address the issues surrounding internal incentives; with
respect to the issuing of money the government coalition by assumption acts collectively.
The government chooses a sequence of values of ~ the proportion of its members
permitted to issue money, with money issuing licenses allocated randomly if 0 < ~ < 1.
An agent with a license to issue money will wish to do so if he is not already holding
money and meets a trader who has a good he wishes to purchase but with whom barter
is impossible.13 Proposition 3 characterizes the shape of the optimal money supply path
and greatly simplifies later analysis.
Proposition 3. The government’s optimal path ofM~ will follow





for some finite T 0. In other words the government prefers to increase the money supply
from 0 to a steady state value M as rapidly as possible. Moreover, 0 < M ~ M.
13 The member of the government would be indifferent between barter and money issue, but
the trading partner would not be. I assume therefore that if barter is possible it takes place.
13Proof. In this model seigniorage is the additional consumption which results from
the ability to consume sooner than if it were not possible to issue money. Therefore since
~3< 1, it is optimal to issue money as soon as possible.14 The fact that M <M follows
from the fact that a steady state monetary equilibrium exists only if the money supply
less than or equal to M. I
Thus the optimal monetary policy is a transition path of finite length to a steady state
monetary equilibrium. Proposition 3 does not provide any reason to think that M > 0i s
feasible for the government—that traders will accept money—only that, if it is feasible,
money is issued as rapidly as possible. Along the transition path individual members of
the coalition are permitted to issue money at will until the last period of the transition
path when only a fraction of the members may issue money. In period T, licenses to issue
money are randomly awarded only to the fraction of the coalition’s members required to
reach the money supply target. Thus if mt is the probability that a coalition member will
want to issue money, the probability
1
Ut of a coalition member being permitted to issue
money is set so that M~+, — M~ = aittmt(1 — Me).
A. Monetary Equilibria with Binding Precommitment
When precommitment is possible, Proposition 3 allows the government’s planning
problem to be reduced to choice of a steady state money supply M:
max W0(M) = ~ /
3
t[Mp + (1 — M~)(b1 + 1~~m~)]U (P-i)
subject to
~ = M~ + I2tarnt(i — M~)
with ,ut defined as in Proposition 3 (jit = 1 before M~ reaches M and ,ut = 0 after). Denote
the solution to (P-i) by M*. A natural conjecture at this point is that the government
14 If agents were risk averse, there would be an incentive to spread out the benefits of money
issue over a longer period.
14by virtue of its size has an incentive to limit money issue sufficiently that a monetary
equilibrium can exist. This conjecture turns out to be correct. The proof requires the
following lemma whose proof is conceptually straightforward but algebraically tedious and
therefore left to an appendix.
Lemma 1. Along any path of the money supply which satisfies Proposition 3, goods and
money holders will prefer market activity to the reservation activity.
Proposition 4. When the government canirrevocably commit itself to amonetary policy,
the money supply path induced solving by (P-i) is a monetary equilibrium.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that the solution to (P-i) is characterized by M* <J~J
since Lemma i guarantees that agents will be willing to attempt trade at any point along
the transition path. Since M* > M results in valueless money, the valueto the government
of such a strategy would be Wo(M*) = VB; the barter equilibrium would persist. It is
easily verified, however, that (1 — M)VG(M) + MVM(M) has a positive derivative at
M = 0, so given that VG(0) = VB, it is apparent that there is at least one M > 0 to
which the government could commit itself which would make it better off. I
B. Monetary Equilibria without Precommitment
The ability to precommit is equivalent to an assumption that the government is unable
to issue money once it reaches the money supply that solves (P-i). If this assumption is
relaxed, the nature of the game played between the government and the public is more
complicated because the government’s plan may be dynamically inconsistent.
Consider a monetary equilibrium in the model with precommitment. In the subgame
that begins in period T + 1 the money supply is constant at M*. If precommitment is not
possible, it is necessary to determine whether a constant money supply M* that solves (P-
1) is a Nash equilibrium of this subgame. If M* is an equilibrium of the subgame, Lemma
1 will then guarantee that the entire path is a monetary equilibrium, i.e., the solution to
(P-i) is subgame perfect. By construction M* is the best value less than M, and therefore
15is the government’s best option among the class described by Proposition 3. However, the
government has another choice: once M* is achieved, drive the economy back to barter by
issuing more money. This is a perfect foresight model, soin the absence of precommitment
this option must not be preferred by the government ifmoney is to have value. Proposition
5 adds the condition required for a monetary equilibrium without precommitment.
Proposition 5. In the absence ofbinding precommitment, the path for the money supply
induced by solving (P-i) is a monetary equilibrium if and only if the solution M* satisfies
~ W~ (i — M*)VG(M*) + M*VM(M*). (7)
Proof. Since M* solves (P-i), rational agents foresee that only the prospect of driving
the economy back to barter might induce the government to issue more money. Therefore
this is the only kind of deviation from the proposed Nash equilibrium (of the subgame)
that must be considered. If the government does issue more money, traders will no longer
accept money since it will ultimately be worthless. W~is the subgame utility of the
government if it does not issue more money. Suppose first that W* < VB. Since money
becomes worthless immediately (so there is no transition path) the government achieves
subgame utility VB and, as W~< VB, the government prefers this outcome. Hence M*
is not a Nash equilibrium of the subgame, and no monetary equilibrium exists. Suppose
instead that W* > VB. For the same reasons there would be no transition path if the
government chose to issue more money, so again the government achieves VB by issuing
additional money. Now, however, the government has no incentive to deviate from the
proposed equilibrium. In this case Lemma 1 guarantees that money supply path is a
monetary equilibrium. I
Figure 1 shows an example of a monetary equilibrium at M*. Along the vertical line,
(7) is satisfied with equality. Figure 2 illustrates a case in which the monetary equilibrium
does not exist. If binding precommitment were possible, the government would choose to
issue M*, but this choice is not dynamically consistent; traders will realize that once the
16money supply is M*, it is in the government’s interest to force the economy back to barter
by making money worthless.
Proposition 5 provides only implicit answers to the to the questions posed in the
introduction. More explicit statements require a closer examination of the behavior of
the solution to (P-i) as parameter values vary. A necessary condition for M* ~ M to
be optimal is that the government does not have an incentive to issue a small additional
amount of money. The appropriate derivative is somewhat more complicated than it would
be for a simple comparison of steady states. Suppose that M* is reached at T. Starting
from a baseline with MT = MT+1 = MT+2 = ... = M, does the government wish to
increase the money supply during period T? This would change MT+1,MT+2,... but not
MT. The appropriate necessary condition is
aWT(MT,MT+l, MT+l,...)
OItK = 0 UIVJT+1
where WT is the welfare of the government from the standpoint of period T. By exploiting
the fact that WT involves one period of transition followed by a steady state it is possible
to get an explicit expression to differentiate.
WT(MT, MT+1, MT+1,...)
=MTW~(MT,MT+,,MT+I,...)+(1—MT)W~(MT,MT+l,MT+l,...)
= MT{PTU +pT/3VG(MT+l) + (1 PT)/3V(MT+l)]
+ (1 — MT)[(bT + ~~m~)U + ST/9V (MT+l) + (1 — 3T)/9V(MT+l)]
= [MtpT + (1 — MT)bT + ~(MT+l — MT)] U
+ /3VG(MT+l) — MT+l/3(VG(MT+l) — VM(MT+l))
where W~() and W~()are the expected utilities of coalition members holding money
and goods, respectively, at time T. (These differ from the utilities of nonmembers be-
cause of the possibility of seigniorage.) The last line makes use of the facts that /Ltmt =
(M~~1
— Mt)/(a(i — Mi)) and st = xMt + a~utmtsince the probability of a goods holder
17meeting the appropriate kind of money holder is xMt and the probability that he will meet
a coalition member who wants to and is allowed to issue money is a/ttmt. Performing the
differentiation and letting W be the same constant defined in (4), the necessary condition
is15
0= ~U + /3VG!(M) + /3~(i- 2M).
Solving the equation for M yields
M*=P2x+I 1 (i_/3~ (8)
2 i—x 2ax(i—x) ~ /3
Condition (7) is satisfied with equality at (1 — 2x)/(i — x) = (J — 2)/(J — 1) (where J
is the number of goods). According to Proposition 5, an equilibrium exists if and only if
M* <(J — 2)/(J — 1). Therefore, combining (7) and (8), an equilibrium exists if and only
if the parameters a and /3 lie in the region
(9)
with a < 1 and /3 < 1 as usual. This relationship is shown in Figure 3~16
Proposition 6 highlights two particularly interesting implications of (9) which are
apparent from Figure 3.
Proposition 6. (i) For J > 2 there is a E (0, 1) such that an equilibrium does not
exist for any a if/3 < /3min. (ii) Given J > 2 and ~3E [/3min, 1), there is an amjn(/3) E (0, ii
such that an equilibrium exists if and only ifa ~ amjn(/3). (An equilibrium does not exist
for J = 2.)
Impatience increases the value ofthe short-term payoffof seigniorage relative to steady
state payoffs with the result that a government is more likely to desire a money supply
which violates (7). Thus even when a is large, an equilibrium exists only for high values
of /3 (low rates of time preference).
‘~ It is easily verified that this is a maximum.
16 Written in terms of the rate of time preference p, the boundary is linear: p < a(J — 2)/J2.
18Proposition 6 suggests an answer to the second question posed in the introduction.
Whether the government has enough credibility in this economy to issue fiat money is
determined by the interplay of its impatience (/3) and its size (a). If the government is
too impatient, it cannot credibly promise to restrict the money supply, so its currency will
have no value regardless of its size (part (i)). Even if the rate of time preference is low, the
steady state money supply desired by a government which is smaller than amjn(/3) still does
not satisfy the time consistency constraint (7) (part (ii)). Since the government cannot
credibly limit the money supply, agents will not accept its money. The more general lesson
is clear: Individuals must believe that the lure of additional seigniorage is offset by some
other interest before they will accept unbacked currency. In this paper the internalization
of macroeconomic externalities generated by money issue provides the offsetting interest;
the government recognizes that its steady-state utility will be measurably lower ifit issues
more money.
Even in the restrictive framework developed in this paper, it is not difficult to imagine
why fiat currency was a relatively late development. The discount factor plays a powerful
role in the model. If the government is too eager to extract resources via seigniorage,
other considerations do not even come into play. The absence of effective tax collection
systems, especially when a consequence of political instability, can be plausibly interpreted
in this way, since the government would be forced to exploit the printing press if it were
available. But a low rate of time preference is not by itself a sufficient condition for
existence of an equilibrium. In addition the government must internalize a sufficiently
large share of the aggregate externality generated by money issue. For a strictly self-
interested government like the one analyzed this requirement translates into size, but if,
for example, the government were motivated to maximize the expected utility of all agents,
its objective function would internalize the externality entirely.
It can be shown that the first term on the right-hand side of (8) is the value of
M that maximizes steady state welfare. Note that the monetary policy that maximizes
19social welfare is obtained when a = 1, i.e., when the government is the grand coalition
and maximizes the welfare of the representative citizen. Equation (8) then contains two
important and intuitively appealing welfare implications of this model. First, because
society values seigniorage, the socially optimal monetary policy leads to a steady state
money supply that is higher than that which maximizes steady state welfare. Kiyotaki
and Wright (1993), for example, derive the latter. Second, it is obvious from (8) that
when a < 1, the government will issue more than the socially optimal quantity of money
if an equilibrium exists; it does not fully internalize the aggregate externality generated
by money issue but captures all social gains from seigniorage. This is really just a weaker
version of the problem which leads to absence of an equilibrium if a is too small and
appears to be a robust implication ofa public choice approach to money.
V. DISCUSSION
The direct transition modeled in this paper—from barter to fiat money—appears at
first glance to be counterfactual in two ways. The historical evolution of money is generally
thought to proceed from barter to commodity money to fiat money, and the transition
has been punctuated by many reversals. The theoretical results should, therefore, be
interpreted in light of the following observations about the relationship between reality
and the theory.
First, a commodity money regime is really nothing more than a barter equilibrium
that is asymmetric in the sense that a particular good is universally acceptable. As Menger
(1892), Jones (1976), Kiyotaki and Wright (1989), and Oh (1989) have argued, the tran-
sition from barter to commodity money can be understood as a natural outgrowth of
individual interests in the exchange process. Fiat money equilibria on the other hand seem
very unlikely to arise in such a way. Indeed Proposition 2 demonstrates that in the present
model at least they are impossible.17 When the transition to fiat money occurs we face
17 Benjamin Klein (1974) comes to the opposite conclusion, but in a model in which competitive
20a puzzle: How does a situation arise in which people willingly accept an item with zero
fundamental value in exchange for goods? It seems reasonable that at least some aspects
of the answer may be shared by transitions from both symmetric and asymmetric barter.
Second, the irregular transition and the long delay before the appearance of pure fiat
money could be interpreted as a symptom of the uncertainty surrounding a fiat money
equilibrium. In the real world individuals lack perfect foresight, so they face a signal
extraction problem: how to weigh the government’s promises to restrict the amount of
unbacked currency. A new government may have a “honeymoon period,” which it can
perhaps extend by a period of conservative monetary policy and by legal restrictions on
the use of other monies, but when the government attempts to exploit this source of
revenue, perhaps because of changing preferences or circumstances, evidence accumulates
against it and agents’ valuation of the currency changes. As the government repudiates its
promises, individuals repudiate its currency.’8
Third, the development of private banking resulted in the use of deposits and ban-
knotes as media of exchange before the widespread appearance of fiat money. While this
is a crucial facet of the overall development of modern payments systems, it is important
to recognize that private banknotes and deposits represent claims on an underlying mone-
tary standard.’9 Therefore the same question (once removed) arises for bank money: How
money-issuing firms are able to precommit to a particular money supply path.
18 A fascinating example of a punctuated transition to fiat money can be found in the monetary
history of ancient China. The Chinese were apparently the first to invent paper money and
to make it inconvertible. Tullock (1957) and Lien-sheng Yang (1952) describe the repetition
over several hundred years of a cycle in which fiat money became almost worthless through
“the use of inflation for budgetary purposes” (Tullock, p. 395) and was eventually replaced
by new money issued by a new dynasty. Chinese governments experimented with a number
of techniques to support and promote the use of fiat money by constraining either itself or
the public, but as Tullock notes, “Any effect they may have had, however, was more than
canceled out by the activities of the government mint” (p. 399) and “the use of paper money
was, in each case, eventually abandoned.” (p. 396) Ultimately, after this repeated failure,
the Ming dynasty in the fifteenth century A.D. quit trying to issue fiat money.
19 To the extent that banks hold only fractional reserves of the prevailing currency or coin,
these claims may be risky and therefore not perfect substitutes for currency, but the banks’
liability is not limited to reserves. In the absence of deposit insurance, market perception
that assets are not sufficient to cover liabilities causes a run on the bank.
21did it become possible to exchange claims on apparently valueless pieces of paper—fiat
money—for goods?
These consideration would complicate a formal model but do not diminish the central
thrust of this paper: a transition to unbacked money can be accomplished—even in a per-
fect foresight economy—if and only if the government has some means of making credible
its promise to restrict the use of the printing press.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper provides an equilibrium account of the transition between barter and fiat
money regimes. The explanation relies on the intervention of a self-interested (though
not necessarily non-altruistic) government which must be able to promise credibly to limit
the issue of money. In the model used here, a government achieves this credibility by
internalizing some ofthe macroeconomic externalities generated by the issue of fiat money,
thus offsetting the benefits of seigniorage. The key determinants of the government’s
ability to issue fiat money are the government’s patience for revenue and the extent of the
government’s involvement in the economy, both of which could take a long time to mature.
The paper thus provides, simultaneously, an account of the transition to fiat money and a
possible explanation for its delayed appearance. These questions have previously received
almost no attention in monetary theory.
22APPENDIX
The proof of Lemma 1 proceeds by using backward induction to demonstrate that
~G(Mt,. ..,M~i, M, M,. . .) and V~M(Mt,..., MT_i, M,M,.. .), the time t expected util-
ities of goods and money holders who attempt trade given that other agents attempt trade,
are in fact the maximum attainable utilities for agents holding goods and money, respec-
tively. In other words it will not be optimal in any period t to deviate from the strategy
of attempting to trade. The arguments to V~’and i~7~M are suppressed subsequently.
Two strictly algebraic results are established first. The non-steady-state counterparts




~M PtU -p~/3(V~~, -V~)+/3V~,.
Subtracting, substituting recursively, and applying Proposition 3,
~M~/~G =(pt-bt)U+(1-pt-st)/3(V~1 -Vt~1)
= (Pt — b~)U+ (1— Pt — st)/9[(pt+i —
+ (1 — Pt+i — St-f-,)19[(Pt+2 —
...+(i-PTI s~~i)/3(V(M)V(M))II
= (Pt — b~)U+ (1 — Pt — St)/3 [(Pt+i —
+ (1 — Pt+1 — St+i)/3 [(Pt+2 —
+ (1 -p~~ - sTl)/3((P- b)U~[/9(i -p- ~)]q)] ...]
where b, p, s are the respective steady state transition probabilities (as in Section 2) and
where thelast equality is obtained using (4). Noting that (p—b) ~ (p~+~—b~+~) for t+i ~ T




— (1 —M)x(i — x)U (A 1)
— i-/3(i-x)(i-ax(i-Mt))
Noting that (Pt — b~) (pt+i — b~+~) for i > 0 and (1 — p — s) (1 — Pt+i — s~+~) for
t+i<T,
VM VG (pt—bt)U
— t < i—/3(i—p—s)
= (1 — M~)W (A-2)
Turning now to the main argument, recall that money supply M is reached in period
T. Since M <M, Proposition 1 guarantees that it is optimal for both goods and money
holders to trade in T. Thus VG(M) and VM(M) are the maximum utilities attainable at
T.
As an inductive hypothesis, assume that in I + i ~ T, V~~1 and V~~1 are the maximum
attainable utilities for agents who are not part of the government. The Bellman equation
at t for a goods holder not part of the government is
T4 =max{A+/3V~1,T’~}
where the maximization is over the choice of whether to attempt trade or to consume the
reservation good.
Clearly a goods holder attempts trade if
G~ b~U+ st/3(V~1
— V~,) > A.
Using (A-i),
G (i—M)x(i—x)U G~> b~U+st/3~— /3(1 — x)(1 — ax(i — Mi))
= b~U+ /3(1- M)x(i - x)U1
- Mt)
> b~U +/9(i — M)x(i — x)Ui _~x_x)
= b~U + xMt/9(i —
> b~U + xMt/3(i —
24Then, defining b and ~ as the respective steady-state transition probabilities when M =
G~—A> b~U +xMt/3(i —M)~I’ —[~U+~j9(i —M)W]
=(i—Mt—i+M)x2U+(Mt—M)/3(i—M)W





Thus T/~Gis the maximum utility at I of a trader holding goods.
The Bellman equation for a money holder not in the government is
= max{A+/9V~,,VtM}
where again the maximization is performed over the actions of attempting trade and con-
suming the reservation good. The money holder chooses to attempt trade if
G~_ptU-pt/3(V~1 -Vu,)> A.
Using (A-2),
Cr > ptU + (1 — M~+1)W > pt+1U + (1 —
The last quantity is the gain to money holders from trade in a steady state equilibrium
with money supply Mt+i <M and is therefore greater than A.
Finally observe that members of the government are always at least as well off as
nonmembers. I
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